NEW
2015

Revinylution!

Introducing

a new generation of vinyl flooring
The new collection of Pergo vinyl floors is a nothing
short of a re-vinylution. A new surface offers a natural
look and feel, combined with Pergo durability.
Unsurpassed stability thanks to a new manufacturing
process and a new click joint technology makes
installation faster and easier than ever before. And the
warm, comfortable softness takes you far, far away
from other vinyl floors.

MODERN COFFEE OAK, PLANK
V2107-40019

Join the
resistance!
The new Pergo vinyl floors are not only made to last
– they’re made to stay beautiful too! The new TitanV™
protective top layer efficiently seals the surface, offering
improved resistance against staining and soiling, and
protection against scratches. The sealed surface pays
off in many ways. In addition to resisting scratches,
it also makes the floor easier to clean. As the ultimate
proof of quality, all Pergo vinyl floors come with a
guarantee of up to 25 years.
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LIGHT GREY TRAVERTIN V2120-40047

LIGHT GREY CHALET PINE, PLANK V2107-40054

A Pergo
		 vinyl floor
never folds
Our new, strong PerfectFold™ V click system was created
specifically for vinyl floors. It is a unique construction that
features vertical as well as horizontal locking to make
installation incredibly fast, easy and durable. Just fold it
down or snap it in place!

A softer touch all around
When designing the new vinyl floors, sustainability was
a top priority. The energy efficient and ultra-modern
manufacturing process reduces waste to a minimum,
to be as soft as possible to your feet as well on the planet.

» Phthalate free* » Very low VOC emissions
» Waste recycling » Energy efficient production
* We do not use phthalates as plasticizers
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active

life
flooring

Pergo vinyl floors can take a knock or two. Actually,
that is putting it mildly. The strong and durable surface
layer makes vinyl the ideal choice for spaces that are
used intensively, like hallways or rooms where children
play. It really is the no-worries floor. Thanks to the fully
sealed surface, dirt simply cannot penetrate the floor,
and you are able to clean off most stains using nothing
but water.

MODERN NATURE OAK, PLANK V2107-40018
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because...
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GREY CHALET PINE, PLANK V2107-40055

It’s not just the look that makes a Pergo vinyl floor
a great choice. These floors are also very durable,
sound absorbent and comfortable to walk on.

CLASSIC NATURE OAK, PLANK V2107-40023

kids will
be kids!

Natural look
and feel
Inspired by the natural feel of wood, slate and rough
concrete, our 24 designs allow you to accentuate your
home environment any way you want. The distinct
authentic feel is supported by a unique bevel technology
that helps to define the edges of each plank on our
premium floors.

MODERN GREY OAK, PLANK V2107-40017
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Welcome

home

NORDIC WHITE OAK, PLANK V2107-40020

Pergo vinyl floors not only feel cosy, they are also
perfectly suited for underfloor heating.
And with vinyl, there are no limits to what a floor
can look like. The versatility of the material means
we can offer a wide range of designs, each radiating
its own style thanks to the real life details, the tactile
structure and the fascinating colour schemes.

GOLDEN NATURE OAK V2107-40022

NATURE MANSION OAK V2107-40014

TAUPE MANSION OAK V2107-40016
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100% waterproof
Our new vinyl floors are waterproof, making them a great alternative for kitchens and other areas
where the floor not only has to be beautiful to look at, but also practical.
Of course, a waterproof floor is also easy to clean. Thanks to the protective and sealed TitanV™
surface, dirt can just be wiped off the floor – keeping it not only looking great, but also hygienic!
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BROWN CHALET PINE, PLANK V2107-40056

SOFT GREY OAK, PLANK V2107-40036

All decors

		in 2 quality levels

optimum premium
Very durable floors for use
in commercial applications

Durable floors for
domestic use

» TitanV™ scratch, stain and wear resistant layer
» PerfectFold™ V for fast and easy installation
» 5-year guarantee for commercial use
» 25-year guarantee for residential use

» TitanV™ scratch, stain and wear resistant layer
» PerfectFold™ V for fast and easy installation
» 20-year guarantee for residential use

(also available in glue down, see pergo.com)
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It’s a revinylution!
1 Protective TitanV™ layer for scratch,
stain and wear resistance
2 Fine printed vinyl decor layer
3 Highly impact resistant vinyl core
4 Extra stabilizing layer containing glass fiber
5 Highly impact resistant vinyl backing

tile

1300 x 320 mm | 4-way bevel

CREAM TRAVERTIN

LIGHT GREY TRAVERTIN

GREY SCIVARO SLATE

BLACK SCIVARO SLATE

■ V3120-40046

■ V3120-40047 ■ V2120-40047

■ V3120-40034

■ V3120-40035

■ V2120-40046

■ V2120-40034

■ V2120-40035

LIGHT CONCRETE

WARM GREY CONCRETE

DARK GREY CONCRETE

OXIDIZED METAL CONCRETE

■ V3120-40049

■ V3120-40050

■ V3120-40051

■ V3120-40045
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■ V2120-40049

■ V2120-40050

■ V2120-40051

■ V2120-40045

■ optimum

■ premium

classic plank

1251 x 187 mm | 4-way bevel

NORDIC WHITE OAK, PLANK

MODERN GREY OAK, PLANK

SOFT GREY OAK, PLANK

LIGHT GREY CHALET PINE, PLANK

■ V3107-40020

■ V3107-40017

■ V3107-40036

■ V3107-40054

■ V2107-40020

■ V2107-40017

■ V2107-40036

■ V2107-40054

MODERN NATURE OAK, PLANK

ECRU MANSION OAK, PLANK

LIGHT NATURE OAK, PLANK

CLASSIC NATURE OAK, PLANK

■ V3107-40018

■ V3107-40013

■ V3107-40021

■ V3107-40023

■ V2107-40018

■ V2107-40013

■ V2107-40021

■ V2107-40023

GOLDEN NATURE OAK, PLANK

GREY CHALET PINE, PLANK

WARM GREY MANSION OAK, PLANK

BROWN CHALET PINE, PLANK

■ V3107-40022

■ V3107-40055

■ V3107-40015

■ V3107-40056

■ V2107-40022

■ V2107-40055

■ V2107-40015

■ V2107-40056

NATURE MANSION OAK, PLANK

GREY HERITAGE OAK, PLANK

MODERN COFFEE OAK, PLANK

TAUPE MANSION OAK, PLANK

■ V3107-40014

■ V3107-40037

■ V3107-40019

■ V3107-40016

■ V2107-40014

■ V2107-40037

■ V2107-40019

■ V2107-40016
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Easy

30%
faster

installation

installation
The PerfectFold™ V click system was created specifically for the new Pergo vinyl floors. It features vertical as
well as horizontal locking. The double locking gives the Pergo floor unique stability, and thanks to the new click
system, installation is both fast and easy – faster than any vinyl floor on the market. Simply choose one of the
three installation methods, and snap the floor into place!
The new click system eliminates the need for transition profiles for installation next to doors. Thanks to
the horizontal and vertical locking, there are no no height differences or open joints. And if you need to, the
PerfectFold™ V system means the floor can be easily removed and reused.

Drop down
The ideal method for quickly installing a large area. Click the
plank at the long side joint, slide it until it meets the end of the
previously installed plank, and press down.

Insert horizontally
Unlike many other brands, Pergo vinyl floors can also be inserted
horizontally. A very handy option for places where it is difficult
or impossible to tilt the planks (when installing the last row of
planks, or under door frames and radiators).

Angle
If you prefer, Pergo offers a third option for installing your new
vinyl floor. Simply angle, and click the planks together at the
short end.
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aesthetics
Wallbase
PGVSKR(xxxxx)MD240
(see matching matrix for correct art no)
55 mm

Waterproof skirting board to hide expansion joints and protect
walls. Perfect match to the floor in colour, structure and gloss.
2400 x 8 x 55 mm
Colour: colour matched
Surface: wear resistant PVC foil with water-resistant finish
Core: MDF

8 mm

Wallbase, paintable
PGVSKRPAINTMD240
Waterproof, paintable skirting board to hide expansion joints
and protect walls.

55 mm

2400 x 8 x 55 mm
Colour: white & paintable
Surface: wear resistant PVC foil with water-resistant finish
Core: MDF

8 mm

The Pergo multifunctional profile can level height differences
for a smooth transition on to any other type of floor.
Suitable for height differences of 0 – 12.3 mm.

0 - 10 mm

PGPRGOLD, gold
PGPRBRON, bronze
PGPRSILV, silver

3,6 - 5,5 mm

Combi moulding, aluminium

47 mm

1860 x 10 x 47 mm
Colour: gold, bronze, silver
Surface: aluminium

Expansion profile

Adapter profile

End profile

PGVEXPSILV

PGVADPSILV

PGVENPSILVME200

Finish off your click floor perfectly.
Available in wear resistant aluminium.

Finish off your click floor perfectly.
Available in wear resistant aluminium.

Finish off your click floor perfectly.
Available in wear resistant aluminium.

2000 x 7 x 24 mm

2000 x 7 x 26 mm

2000 x 7 x 18 mm

7 mm

7 mm

Find more tech.info on pergo.com

18 mm

26 mm

7 mm

24 mm
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aesthetics

Stair nose, click

Stair nose, outer

Stair nose, inner

PGVSTPCLICKSILV

PGVSTPGLUESILV

PGVSTPINGLUESILV

For installation of Pergo click vinyl
on stairs and steps. Always glue
the floor panels for your safety!

For installation of Pergo glue vinyl
on stairs and steps.

For installation of Pergo glue vinyl
on stairs and steps.

2000 x 40 x 26 mm

2500 x 15 x 25 mm

2000 x 30 x 15 mm

8 mm

40 mm

25 mm

15 mm

25 mm

26 mm
30 mm

underlays
Underlay basic
PGVUDLB15
Easy to install basic underlay specially developed for Pergo vinyl floors.
Good sound absorbent and prevents irregularities. Perfectly suitable for
floor heating and cooling.
15 m2 / pack
Thickness: 1 mm

installation

Installation tool

Cutter knife

Glue

PGVTOOL

PGVKNIFE

PGVGLUE6, 6 kg (+/- 20 m²)
PGVGLUE15, 15 kg (+/- 50 m²)

Excellent tool for precise cutting straight
and 90°. Hand protection with pullbar and
lever function. Suited for both left and
right handed.

Professional knife, perfect for precised
and stable cutting. Ideal for cutting curves
and shapes. 10 blades are included.
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Professional glue, specially developed
for Pergo vinyl floors. Spreads easily,
guarantees fast adhesion and offers
the highest strength.

PGKIT01
PGKIT02
PGKIT03
PGKIT04
PGKIT05
PGKIT06

Glue trowel

Sealant

PGVA2

PGKIT(-)

Ensures perfect glue consumption per m2.

For a beautiful finish. Available in 8 colours.
Water based acrylic. 310 ml.

PGKIT07
PGKIT08

maintenance

Vinyl floor cleaning

Cleaning kit

PGVCLEANING1000

PGCLEANINGKIT
PGCLEANINGMOP, separate mop cloth

Protects the TitanV™ top protective layer.
Ideal for removing dirt, grease spots and
heel marks, as well as for daily cleaning.
1000 ml.

Find more tech.info on pergo.com

High quality mop set with extra long
ergonomic handle and a mop cloth holder.
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Cleaning instructions
General maintenance
Vinyl floors are easy to live with, but as with most things, it needs regular cleaning to stay beautiful. The innovative surface layer with
TitanV™ makes a specific treatment after installation unnecessary, and your floor can easily be cleaned with a broom, vacuum cleaner,
or a damp mop. We recommend that you always use a non-aggressive maintenance product, like Pergo vinyl cleaner that maintains
the orgial look of your floor. Do not poor water over the floor or leave a puddle of water on the floor.

Periodic cleaning and maintenance
Clean the floor routinely by sweeping, vacuum cleaning or damp wiping. Always remove immediately grit, sharp objects, staining agents,
moisture or aggressive substances from the floor.
PLEASE NOTE: Never use aggressive cleaning agents, soap or abrasive cleaners or cleaners containing oil or waxes.

Stain removal
Remove stains as fast as possible. The longer spilled materials are left on the floor, the greater the risk of permanently staining.
Persistent stains may be removed using Pergo vinyl cleaner.

Industrial cleaning
In order to increase resistance and enhance cleaning properties of the flooring for commercial application, an appropriate sealer can
be applied according to the instructions of the manufacturer of this product.

Technical guide

optimum

premium

Features
Protective top layer against scratch, stain and wear 			

TitanV™

TitanV™

Installation method			 PerfectFold™ V

PerfectFold™ V

Water resistant			

•

•

Thickness			

4.5 mm

4.5 mm

Guarantee against water, wear and delamination (residential use) 			

25 years

20 years

Guarantee against water, wear and delamination (commercial use) 			
5 years
on request
(up to 15 y on request)
(up to 10 years)
		

Technical

Test method/standard

Class of use

EN 649 / prEN 16511 		

Vinyl

33

32

EN 649		Heterogeneous

Resistance to furniture leg

EN 424		 No damage

Resistance to castor chair

EN 13501-1		

Thermal resistance (without underlay)

EN 12667

Formaldehyde emission

Bfl-S1

Bfl-S1

OK floor heating/cooling

EN ISO 23999		

length (mm)

width (mm)

V3120-xxxxx tile

1300

320

4.5

V3107-xxxxx classic plank

1251

187

4.5

length (mm)

width (mm)

thickness (mm)

panels/pack

V2120-xxxxx tile

1300

320

4.5

V2107-xxxxx classic plank

1251

187

4.5

premium
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thickness (mm)

No damage 25000 cyc

OK floor heating/cooling

EN 717-1		

Dimensional stability

No damage

No damage 25000 cyc

ISO 4918

Fire classification

optimum

Heterogeneous

panels/pack

None

None

<0.05%

<0.05%

m²/pack

pack/pallet

m²/pallet

5

2.08

52

108.16

9

2.105

52

109.48

m²/pack

pack/pallet

m²/pallet

5

2.08

52

108.16

9

2.105

52

109.48

Matching matrix

55 mm

Wallbase
8 x 55
PGVSKR(xxxxx)MD240

Art. nr / Decor

optimum

premium

V3107-40013

V2107-40013

Ecru mansion oak, plank

V3107-40014

V2107-40014

Nature mansion oak, plank

40014

V3107-40015

V2107-40015

Warm grey mansion oak, plank

40015

V3107-40016

V2107-40016

Taupe mansion oak, plank

40016

V3107-40017

V2107-40017

Modern grey oak, plank

40017

V3107-40018

V2107-40018

Modern nature oak, plank

40018

V3107-40019

V2107-40019

Modern coffee oak, plank

40019

V3107-40020

V2107-40020

Nordic white oak, plank

40020

V3107-40021

V2107-40021

Light nature oak, plank

40021

V3107-40022

V2107-40022

Golden nature oak, plank

40022

V3107-40023

V2107-40023

Classic nature oak, plank

40023

V3107-40036

V2107-40036

Soft grey oak, plank

40036

V3107-40037

V2107-40037

Grey heritage oak, plank

40037

V3107-40054

V2107-40054

Light grey chalet pine, plank

40054

V3107-40055

V2107-40055

Grey chalet pine, plank

40055

V3107-40056

V2107-40056

Brown chalet pine, plank

40056

V3120-40034

V2120-40034

Grey Scivaro slate

40034

8 mm

40013

V3120-40035

V2120-40035

Black Scivaro slate

40035

V3120-40045

V2120-40045

Oxidized metal concrete

40045

V3120-40046

V2120-40046

Cream travertin

40046

V3120-40047

V2120-40047

Light grey travertin

40047

V3120-40049

V2120-40049

Light concrete

40049

V3120-40050

V2120-40050

Warm grey concrete

40050

V3120-40051

V2120-40051

Dark grey concrete

40051

Easy installation
The PerfectFold V system makes installation quick
and easy. Just fold the planks into place using one
of the three methods, and you’ll be done in no time.
™

Wear protection
The surface of Pergo vinyl offers a multi-layer p
 rotective
floor finish. The protective TitanV™ layer provides scratch,
stain and wear resistance and easy maintenance.

Sound reduction
The soft vinyl floor reduces step noise and provides
a quiet and comfortable walking experience.

Fire resistance
Pergo vinyl floors have a natural high resistance to fire.
They are designed to meet all European requirements
for installation in escape routes and assembly halls.

Water resistance
Our Moisture Resistance System combines the properties
of the core with a strong and tight click joint. This will give
Pergo vinyl floors some of the best moisture-resistance
properties on the market.

Hygienic
A Pergo vinyl floor improves hygiene and makes it easier
to maintain a clean home. The sealed surface prevents
bacteria, and helps reduce the amount of cleaning
chemicals you need.

Impact resistance
Pergo’s vinyl surface is multi-layer build-up. In combination
with the dense core material it gives the floor a very high
impact resistance and a low residual indentation, protecting
your floor from potential damage.

Easy maintenance
The Pergo TitanV™ protective layer is resistant to dirt
and offers you low maintenance and effortless cleaning.
The solid design of the click joints also keeps dirt from
penetrating the joint.

Castor chair
The multi-layer build-up of Pergo vinyl in combination
with the properties of the core are designed to withstand
damage from castor chairs.
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Pergo (Europe) AB, Box 1010, SE-231 25 Trelleborg, Sweden
Tel +46 410 36 31 00, Fax +46 410 461 15
PEFC/07-31-75
PEFC-Certified

bvba, division flooring, Ooigemstraat 3, 8710 Wielsbeke, Belgium, Europe

The paper used, is from
sustainably managed
forests, recycled and
controlled sources.

www.pefc.org

